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The Years That Matter Most
For over 15 years, Tania Runyan has guided thousands of students in
understanding, exploring, and crafting the college application essay-with winning
results. This guide explains what the college application essay is all about: why a
student has to write it, the nature of this special writing project, when and how a
student should start, and what can be learned about writing itself through this
milestone process. Providing everything a student needs to go from draft to
polished essay, the instruction is straightforward, easy to apply, and inspiring.
Woven throughout this engaging guide are illuminating quotes from admissions
counselors who want to read just the kind of essays this book can help a student
write. Includes sample essays from students who got into the colleges of their
dreams. Also features helpful samples for special situations like transfers.
Invaluable resource!

“Is It Easy Being Green?”
A good colege application essay takes admissions officers beyond the numbers and
shows them who you are, what you care about, and how you think. With this
simple guide to the craft of personal statement and application essays, your task
will be simple.

How to Be a High School Superstar
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From the New York Times bestselling author of Tell Me Three Things comes an ofthe-moment novel that peeks inside the private lives of the hypercompetitive and
the hyperprivileged and takes on the college admissions bribery scandal that
rocked the country. It's good to be Chloe Wynn Berringer. She's headed off to the
college of her dreams. She's going to prom with the boy she's had a crush on since
middle school. Her best friend always has her back, and her mom, a B-list
Hollywood celebrity, may finally be on her way to the B+ list. It's good to be Chloe
Wynn Berringer--at least, it was, until the FBI came knocking on her front door,
guns at the ready, and her future went up in smoke. Now her mother is under
arrest in a massive college admissions bribery scandal. Chloe, too, might be facing
charges, and even time behind bars. The public is furious, the press is rabid, and
the US attorney is out for blood. As she loses everything she's long taken for
granted, Chloe must reckon not only with the truth of what happened, but also with
the examination of her own guilt. Why did her parents think the only way for her to
succeed was to cheat for her? What did she know, and when did she know it? And
perhaps most importantly, what does it mean to be complicit?

adMISSION POSSIBLE
Escape Essay Hell! is a fast-and-easy guide to writing narrative-style essays for
college application essays. Janine Robinson, an English teacher and professional
writer who has tutored college-bound students on these essays for years, acts as a
personal writing coach to guide and cheer students through this dreaded process.
College admissions "experts" tell students to "Tell a story," or "Make the essay
about you!," or "Be an individual." And this is all correct. But no one ever explains
exactly HOW they can do this. Until now. In her motivating guide, Janine takes
students through 10 simple steps to find engaging topics and then craft compelling
essays using storytelling writing techniques. Students will learn how to identify
their unique defining qualities, write engaging mini-stories called anecdotes, and
use a powerful Show and Tell writing formula. Escape Essay Hell! can help students
write personal statements and respond to prompts for The Common Application,
public university, private college, supplemental, graduate school and scholarship
essays. By following these informative and inspiring steps, students will escape
Essay Hell in no time at all--and have their best shot at landing in their dream
school!

Write Your Way In
Revised and brought up to date with new essays from over 50 popular colleges,
this book guides college applicants step-by-step through the essay-writing process.
The author advises on how to choose a topic, make a rough draft, then polish and
edit the writing into an essay that conveys the student's personality, interests, and
thinking. Sample essays with critiques include both winning essays and losers.

What If Your Prince Falls Off His Horse?
In McGraw-Hill's Writing an Outstanding College Application Essay, two writing
coaches show you how to craft an essay that will get you into the top college of
your choice.
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Admission
Today's college admission applications involve writing more than just one essay.
The various required paragraphs and statements demand skill and finesse. Writing
Successful College Applications offers vital tips and step-by-step expert advice to
help students create outstanding essays to succeed in all aspects of their college
applications. This new book offers proven strategies to help students craft a
successful essay or personal statement, with tips and insights to guide them
through the writing process. There are over 50 sample personal statements from
successful students plus bonus information on how to write strong activity and
academic paragraphs as well as the "Why This School" paragraph-essential pieces
of college applications that should not be overlooked. Interviews with Deans of
Admission offer valuable information on what colleges are really looking for in an
admission essay.

The 1-Hour College Admissions Essay
Offers a step-by-step guide to the college application process with an analysis of
the common application, a detailed study of application essays, and a look at
common myths and misconceptions about the on-campus interview.

How to Write an Effective College Application Essay
The largest collection of successful college application essays available in one
volume. These are the essays that helped their authors gain admission to Harvard,
Yale, Brown, Columbia, Wellesley, Colby, and other outstanding schools—followed
by invaluable comments by experts in admissions, placement, and college
counseling at some of the best learning institutions around the country. This
helpful guide includes: 100 complete essays with professional commentary
Examples of essays on common topics (family background, athletics, work
experience), as well as the more offbeat Essays on the immigrant experience by
foreign-born students A section of drawing and cartoon essays Insider advice from
a Princeton dean of admissions A “What Not to Do” chapter from a top college
counselor And more Compiled by members from The Harvard Independent, the
weekly newsmagazine of Harvard University, this is an invaluable resource for
students who want to write the best possible essay—and improve their chances of
admission to the best possible school.

50 Successful Ivy League Application Essays
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2020 From award-winning higher education
journalist and New York Times bestselling author Jeffrey Selingo comes a revealing
look from inside the admissions office—one that identifies surprising strategies that
will aid in the college search. Getting into a top-ranked college has never seemed
more impossible, with acceptance rates at some elite universities dipping into the
single digits. In Who Gets In and Why, journalist and higher education expert
Jeffrey Selingo dispels entrenched notions of how to compete and win at the
admissions game, and reveals that teenagers and parents have much to gain by
broadening their notion of what qualifies as a “good college.” Hint: it’s not all about
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the sticker on the car window. Selingo, who was embedded in three different
admissions offices—a selective private university, a leading liberal arts college, and
a flagship public campus—closely observed gatekeepers as they made their often
agonizing and sometimes life-changing decisions. He also followed select students
and their parents, and he traveled around the country meeting with high school
counselors, marketers, behind-the-scenes consultants, and college rankers. While
many have long believed that admissions is merit-based, rewarding the best
students, Who Gets In and Why presents a more complicated truth, showing that
“who gets in” is frequently more about the college’s agenda than the applicant. In
a world where thousands of equally qualified students vie for a fixed number of
spots at elite institutions, admissions officers often make split-second decisions
based on a variety of factors—like diversity, money, and, ultimately, whether a
student will enroll if accepted. One of the most insightful books ever about “getting
in” and what higher education has become, Who Gets In and Why not only
provides an usually intimate look at how admissions decisions get made, but
guides prospective students on how to honestly assess their strengths and match
with the schools that will best serve their interests.

The Gatekeepers
“Indelible and extraordinary.”—Tara Westover, author of Educated: A Memoir, New
York Times Book Review The best-selling author of How Children Succeed returns
with a powerful, mind-changing inquiry into higher education in the United States
Does college still work? Is the system designed just to protect the privileged and
leave everyone else behind? Or can a college education today provide real
opportunity to young Americans seeking to improve their station in life? The Years
That Matter Most tells the stories of students trying to find their way, with hope,
joy, and frustration, through the application process and into college. Drawing on
new research, the book reveals how the landscape of higher education has shifted
in recent decades and exposes the hidden truths of how the system works and
whom it works for. And it introduces us to the people who really make higher
education go: admissions directors trying to balance the class and balance the
budget, College Board officials scrambling to defend the SAT in the face of
mounting evidence that it favors the wealthy, researchers working to unlock the
mysteries of the college-student brain, and educators trying to transform potential
dropouts into successful graduates. With insight, humor, and passion, Paul Tough
takes readers on a journey from Ivy League seminar rooms to community college
welding shops, from giant public flagship universities to tiny experimental
storefront colleges. Whether you are facing your own decision about college or
simply care about the American promise of social mobility, The Years That Matter
Most will change the way you think—not just about higher education, but about the
nation itself.

College Essay Essentials
More and more universities and colleges are looking beyond grade point averages
and standardized test scores to choose their incoming freshman. What criteria do
these institutions of higher education use as their litmus test--the college
application essay. But will your average high school essay do the job? When
competing against thousands of qualified candidates a college applicant needs
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more than an introduction, three paragraphs, and a conclusion in their writer's tool
belt: they need the skills to stand out from the crowd. "Is It Easy Being Green?":
Writing the NEW College Application Essay offers every applicant the skills needed
to write a powerful and successful application essay. Using real-life examples and
testimonials "Is It Easy Being Green?" moves away from a strictly academic point
of view, and uses creative writing techniques-memoir/personal essay genre in
particular-to teach students how to write engaging and effective application
essays. Centering on a narrative and lyrical balance, "Is It Easy Being Green?" is
written in an approachable and easy-to-understand style.

Essays That Worked for College Applications
Publisher information from iPage.IngramContent.com.

Fiske Real College Essays that Work
For all the anxiety that surrounds the college admissions process, one part of the
application lies completely within a student's control: the essay. In this book,
Rachel Toor--writing instructor and coach at all levels from high school to senior
faculty, and former admissions officer at Duke University--shows that the key to
writing a successful application essay is learning to present an honest portrait of
yourself. This may sound simple but it means unlearning many of the principles
taught in high school writing courses, avoiding the traps of mimicking sample
essays and writing what you think admissions officers want to hear, and above all
being willing to reveal your flaws as well as your strengths on the page. It also
means mastering key mechanical issues that can undermine even the most
thoughtful pieces of student writing. Toor offers her advice in a lively, humorous,
and engaging tone, with stories of real students and their writing struggles and
successes scattered throughout.

Law School Essays That Made a Difference, 5th Edition
A guide to crafting a meaningful and polished college admissions essay that gets
students into the school of their dreams by expressing their unique personality,
strengths, and goals. Stand out from the crowd with a memorable, meaningful
personal statement that will capture the attention of college admissions officers.
Writing a college admissions essay is no easy task—but with college essay coach
and New York Times contributor Alan Gelb’s accessible and encouraging step-bystep instructions, you’ll be able to write an honest, one-of-a-kind essay that really
shines. Gelb’s ten-step approach has garnered great results for the students who
have tried it, many of whom were accepted into their dream schools (Harvard,
Brown, Yale, and more). This to-the-point handbook shows you how to identify an
engaging essay topic, and then teaches you how to use creative writing techniques
to craft a narrative that expresses your unique personality, strengths, and goals.
Whether you’re an A-student looking for an extra boost or a less-confident writer
who needs more intensive help, Gelb’s reassuring and concise guidance will help
you every step of the way, from your initial draft to final revision. In the end, you
will have a well-polished, powerful, and profound personal statement that you can
feel proud of—a college essay that doesn’t feel “pre-fab,” but is a real reflection of
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your own individuality.

Write Successful College Applications: It's More Than Just the
Essay!
Welcome to a no-nonsense, unconventional approach to college admissions! Hey
AdmissionsMom: Real Talk from Reddit from the voices of r/ApplyingToCollege,
with Carolyn Allison Caplan, aka u/admissionsmom FRONT DOOR COLLEGE
ADMISSIONS HELP Discover what over 100,000 engaged r/ApplyingToCollege
subscribers are learning about as they discuss a fresh approach to college
admissions. With Hey AdmissionsMom, Carolyn and the kids from
r/ApplyingToCollege give you a place to stop trying to figure out what your top
schools want in you and instead ask yourself, What do I want out of life when I
leave high school? What do I see for myself? You're a talented, interesting student,
and when you really know who you are, you're going to make the best decisions for
yourself As a sophomore or junior entering the college admissions process, maybe
you're overwhelmed by the paperwork, school descriptions, test score
requirements, extracurricular activity options, and the daunting task of figuring it
all out without losing yourself. Others of you already started the college admissions
process and feel okay about your applications, but you're struggling with the
personal statement or essays. Or, you want permission not to be a carbon copy of
the ideal student and want out-of-the-box ways to be yourself, both in life and in
the admissions process. And you're not just managing your expectations, but also
your parents. College admissions can be especially intimidating if your high school
sucks, you're first in your family to go to college, or you haven't always been a
model student. You might also be a concerned parent or mentor looking for a guide
designed not to stress you and your kid out and might even help with that as you
learn the ropes of college admissions. For all the times you or your high school
student thought, "There has to be a better way," when you hear advice about highperformance, achievement, and crazy amounts of EC's (extracurriculars) You were
right. You just found it. Hey AdmissionsMom: Real Talk from Reddit In this
refreshingly honest, irreverent digest of college admissions questions and answers
from u/admissionsmom and the subreddit, r/ApplyingToCollege, you'll find 37 bitesized chapters of practical information, inspiring personal stories, insider tips, and
yes, we have to be honest about this here - the occasional swear word, too. The
time is NOW for you to: Focus on who you are, what you want from life, and how
college fits into your goals, not the reverse Write essays and personal statements
that actually sound like you, the real you Stop being one of 50,000 students
applying to the same 20 colleges Stay positive even if you're not valedictorian or
you didn't cure cancer (nobody else has either -- yet) Find questions asked by
students just like you, so you don't feel alone or like you're the only one who
doesn't already have it all figured out Take a deep breath as you learn about
mindfulness By the end of Hey AdmissionsMom: Real Talk from Reddit, you will
have peeled back the layers of your authentic self and be able to appreciate your
personality traits, interests, and talents as you breathe and apply to college with a
smile.

Hey AdmissionsMom
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Writing an amazing college admission essay is easier than you think! So you're a
high school senior given the task of writing a 650-word personal statement for your
college application. Do you tell the story of your life, or a story from your life? Do
you choose a single moment? If so, which one? The options seem endless. Lucky
for you, they're not. College counselor Ethan Sawyer (aka The College Essay Guy)
will show you that there are only four (really, four!) types of college admission
essays. And all you have to do to figure out which type is best for you is answer
two simple questions: 1. Have you experienced significant challenges in your life?
2. Do you know what you want to be or do in the future? With these questions
providing the building blocks for your essay, Sawyer guides you through the rest of
the process, from choosing a structure to revising your essay, and answers the big
questions that have probably been keeping you up at night: How do I brag in a way
that doesn't sound like bragging? and How do I make my essay, like, deep? Packed
with tips, tricks, exercises, and sample essays from real students who got into their
dream schools, College Essay Essentials is the only college essay guide to make
this complicated process logical, simple, and (dare we say it?) a little bit fun.

Writing Survival Kit
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling,
punctuation, formatting, and documentation.

A Is for Admission
Offers time-saving tips and strategies for perfecting an essay, including finding
inspiration, getting feedback, and revising the essay

Heavenly Essays
"Admission Possible "doesn't just describe college admissions--it shows exactly
what to say and do every step along the way from freshman through senior year of
high school, using fully illustrated examples and checklists.

Who Gets In and Why
Explains how to construct and deliver the most witty, memorable lines in
conversation and in print. By the author of Thank You for Arguing. Original.

The Professor Is In
Offers tips on how to write meaningful essays for college admission applications.
Includes sample essays.

Conquering the College Admissions Essay in 10 Steps, Second
Edition
Provides examples of essays by law school applicants and an overview of the
admissions process with tips on prepping an application.
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Word Hero
A former admissions officer at Dartmouth College reveals how the world's most
highly selective schools really make their decisions.

Inside Graduate Admissions
Most husbands die before their wives and more than 50 percent of marriages end
in divorce. Despite these dismal odds, many women don't get involved in their
family's financial planning because their husbands take care of it, they think it's
too complicated for them to understand, or they just don't want to bother. This
book explains in an entertaining and simple style why women should bother, what
they need to know, and how to get involved in the business aspect of their
marriages to have a better, more secure life and a stronger partnership. Winner Business Category 2009 San Francisco Book Festival Runner Up - General NonFiction Category 2009 New York Book Festival Finalist - Women's Issues Category
The National "Best Books 2009" Awards Editor's Choice - iUniverse Publishing

50 Successful Stanford Application Essays
If you are like most students, college admissions essays push you into the scary,
uncharted territory of writing about yourself. It doesn't help that you feel
unprepared to craft this unfamiliar type of personal essay or that you also feel
incredible pressure to make it perfect. But there's still time to learn-and ace it! The
Writing Survival Kit will prepare you to write a killer essay using a toolkit of
powerful narrative writing techniques. If you can tell your real-life stories, you will
engage your readers and reveal your personality, talents, skills, character,
intellectual vitality, grit, passions and dreams in the process. Colleges love this! No
matter where you are in the essay writing process, learn about finding topics,
structuring a narrative essay, crafting anecdotes, showing and telling, adding
depth and introspection, displaying intellectual vitality, using sensory details,
including dialogue, adding titles, and ending with memorable conclusions. Every
"chunk" of advice and instruction is indicated with easy-to-find icons. Besides
writing tips, techniques, strategies and other writing tools, this book includes
helpful college admissions resources and inspiring sample essays written by real
students. Most of the writing instruction is backed up by relevant examples.
Outfitted with this easy-to-use Writing Survival Kit, you will be prepared to conquer
your own college application essays-and land in your dream school! Students
looking for a step-by-step guide on crafting narrative college admissions essays
would love Essay Hell's companion guide: Escape Essay Hell. They also can find 50
inspiring narrative-style essays in the popular collection of samples written by real
students who got into the most competitive colleges and universities in the nation,
called Heavenly Essays. Find more help on the author's popular blog on writing
college application essays at www.EssayHell.com. She also offers group and
private tutoring to students and those who work to help them find their top-choice
schools.

100 Successful College Application Essays (Second Edition)
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Advanced degrees are necessary for careers that once required only a college
education. Yet little has been written about who gets into grad school and why.
Julie Posselt pulls back the curtain on this secret process, revealing how faculty
evaluate applicants in top-ranked doctoral programs in the humanities, social
sciences, and natural sciences.

Acing the College Application
At last. A guide that brings parents into the college application essay process,
rather than pushing them away! How to Write an Effective College Application
Essay -- The Inside Scoop for Parents is for moms, dads, grandparents and other
adults who want to help their children get into the colleges of their dreams.
Parents approach authors and writing coaches Kim Lifton and Susan Knoppow all
the time, asking for help understanding college admission essays. They want to
guide their children, but they're not sure how. They are tired of being told, Back
off; it's not your journey! Parents can - and should - help. And the task doesn't
have to be so daunting. As national experts on writing and application essays, with
access to top admission officers from around the country, Lifton and Knoppow have
answers. How to Write an Effective College Application Essay is the first in the
Inside Scoop on Writing Anytthing series of simple, straightforward guides to help
adults and students alike master challenging writing tasks. The guide offers insight
from the authors' decades of experience as writers and writing teachers and
provides tips so parents can prepare their children to respond to any college
application essay question. Success on the essay begins at home. This easy-tofollow guide clarifies the mixed messages that confuse parents and students, to
help families make sense out of the noise surrounding the essay.

The College Application Essay
Every applicant's greatest challenge to getting into Stanford University, which
draws from all 50 states, is figuring out how to write that winning admission essay.
This book shows them how.

MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers
The definitive career guide for grad students, adjuncts, post-docs and anyone else
eager to get tenure or turn their Ph.D. into their ideal job Each year tens of
thousands of students will, after years of hard work and enormous amounts of
money, earn their Ph.D. And each year only a small percentage of them will land a
job that justifies and rewards their investment. For every comfortably tenured
professor or well-paid former academic, there are countless underpaid and
overworked adjuncts, and many more who simply give up in frustration. Those who
do make it share an important asset that separates them from the pack: they have
a plan. They understand exactly what they need to do to set themselves up for
success. They know what really moves the needle in academic job searches, how
to avoid the all-too-common mistakes that sink so many of their peers, and how to
decide when to point their Ph.D. toward other, non-academic options. Karen Kelsky
has made it her mission to help readers join the select few who get the most out of
their Ph.D. As a former tenured professor and department head who oversaw
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numerous academic job searches, she knows from experience exactly what gets an
academic applicant a job. And as the creator of the popular and widely respected
advice site The Professor is In, she has helped countless Ph.D.’s turn themselves
into stronger applicants and land their dream careers. Now, for the first time ever,
Karen has poured all her best advice into a single handy guide that addresses the
most important issues facing any Ph.D., including: -When, where, and what to
publish -Writing a foolproof grant application -Cultivating references and crafting
the perfect CV -Acing the job talk and campus interview -Avoiding the adjunct trap
-Making the leap to nonacademic work, when the time is right The Professor Is In
addresses all of these issues, and many more.

Writing a Successful College Application Essay
"Contains 50 essays with analysis from successful Ivy League applicants, tips on
how to select the best topic, what Ivy League admission officers want to see in
your essay, 25 mistakes that guarantee failure and tips from Ivy League students
on how to write a successful essay"--

How to Write a College Application Essay
What does an admissions officer look for in a college application essay? You. It's
that simple. There's no formula, no trick, no strategy, says Harry Bauld, a former
Ivy League admissions officer. But with acceptance rates at all-time lows, just
being yourself in an essay means understanding your readers and the unique form
in which you are writing. In this fully revised and updated edition of the classic
guide to writing the best essay of your life, Bauld reveals the big clichés (The Trip,
The Jock, Miss America, Pet Death) and helps you discover ways to come alive on
the page as a real person instead of applicant number 13,791.

How to Write an Effective College Application Essay
In the fall of 1999, New York Times education reporter Jacques Steinberg was given
an unprecedented opportunity to observe the admissions process at prestigious
Wesleyan University. Over the course of nearly a year, Steinberg accompanied
admissions officer Ralph Figueroa on a tour to assess and recruit the most
promising students in the country. The Gatekeepers follows a diverse group of
prospective students as they compete for places in the nation's most elite colleges.
The first book to reveal the college admission process in such behind-the-scenes
detail, The Gatekeepers will be required reading for every parent of a high schoolage child and for every student facing the arduous and anxious task of applying to
college. "[The Gatekeepers] provides the deep insight that is missing from the
myriad how-to books on admissions that try to identify the formula for getting into
the best collegesI really didn't want the book to end." —The New York Times

Demographics and the Demand for Higher Education
Do Less, Live More, Get Accepted What if getting into your reach schools didn’t
require four years of excessive A.P. classes, overwhelming activity schedules, and
constant stress? In How to Be a High School Superstar, Cal Newport explores the
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world of relaxed superstars—students who scored spots at the nation’s top
colleges by leading uncluttered, low stress, and authentic lives. Drawing from
extensive interviews and cutting-edge science, Newport explains the surprising
truths behind these superstars’ mixture of happiness and admissions success,
including: · Why doing less is the foundation for becoming more impressive. · Why
demonstrating passion is meaningless, but being interesting is crucial. · Why
accomplishments that are hard to explain are better than accomplishments that
are hard to do. These insights are accompanied by step-by-step instructions to
help any student adopt the relaxed superstar lifestyle—proving that getting into
college doesn’t have to be a chore to survive, but instead can be the reward for
living a genuinely interesting life.

On Writing the College Application Essay, 25th Anniversary
Edition
Offers advice on writing a successful college admissions essay and presents fifty
examples.

The Perfect Score Project
Presents advice on writing an effective college application essay along with
examples of more than one hundred real essays from college students.

On Writing the College Application Essay
Time is short and college bound students need their applications to make an
impact on the overworked admissions officers who guard the gates at prestigious
universities. To succeed in this mission, they need a book that will get read! In The
1-Hour College Admissions Essay, screenwriter and Hollywood story consultant,
Craig Machen, offers a simple set of story telling tools to give personal statements
the emotional impact they need to stand out. These concepts are not complex, but
without them it's almost impossible to write anything moving or memorable. In this
concise but all encompassing text, Craig distills 20 years as a professional writer
and writing instructor - including 10 as a personal statement specialist - to the
essentials. This is all of the information required to execute an excellent essay. And
best of all, you can read and begin applying The 1-Hour College Admissions Essay
in just 60 minutes!

Writing a Winning College Application Essay
"The economics of American higher education are driven by one key factor--the
availability of students willing to pay tuition--and many related factors that
determine what schools they attend. By digging into the data, economist Nathan
Grawe has created probability models for predicting college attendance. What he
sees are alarming events on the horizon that every college and university needs to
understand. Overall, he spots demographic patterns that are tilting the US
population toward the Hispanic southwest. Moreover, since 2007, fertility rates
have fallen by 12 percent. Higher education analysts recognize the destabilizing
potential of these trends. However, existing work fails to adjust headcounts for
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college attendance probabilities and makes no systematic attempt to distinguish
demand by institution type. This book analyzes demand forecasts by institution
type and rank, disaggregating by demographic groups. Its findings often contradict
the dominant narrative: while many schools face painful contractions, demand for
elite schools is expected to grow by 15+ percent. Geographic and racial profiles
will shift only slightly--and attendance by Asians, not Hispanics, will grow most.
Grawe also use the model to consider possible changes in institutional recruitment
strategies and government policies. These "what if" analyses show that even
aggressive innovation is unlikely to overcome trends toward larger gaps across
racial, family income, and parent education groups. Aimed at administrators and
trustees with responsibility for decisions ranging from admissions to student
support to tenure practices to facilities construction, this book offers data to inform
decision-making--decisions that will determine institutional success in meeting
demographic challenges"--

McGraw-Hill's Writing an Outstanding College Application
Essay
At last. A short, practical guide that gives students everything they need to write
the types of essays college admissions officers want to read. How to Write an
Effective College Application Essay: The Inside Scoop for Students is for students,
high school counselors, parents and others who want to help students get into the
colleges of their dreams. This easy-to-follow guide offers insight from the authors'
decades of experience as writers and writing teachers and provides tips so
students can respond to any application essay prompt. Most well-meaning experts
merely tell students what colleges want; Lifton and Knoppow provide step-by-step
instructions that teach them how to write strong, effective essays, with less stress
and greater confidence. As national experts on writing and application essays, with
access to top admission officers from around the country, Lifton and Knoppow have
answers. How to Write an Effective College Application Essay is part of the Inside
Scoop on Writing Anything series - simple, straightforward guides to help adults
and students master challenging writing tasks.

Escape Essay Hell!
The Perfect Score Project is an indispensable guide to acing the SAT – as well as
the affecting story of a single mom’s quest to light a fire under her teenage son. It
all began as an attempt by Debbie Stier to help her high-school age son, Ethan,
who would shortly be studying for the SAT. Aware that Ethan was a typical
teenager (i.e., completely uninterested in any test) and that a mind-boggling menu
of test-prep options existed, she decided – on his behalf -- to sample as many as
she could to create the perfect SAT test-prep recipe. Debbie’s quest turned out to
be an exercise in both hilarity and heartbreak as she took the SAT seven times in
one year and in-between “went to school” on standardized testing. Here, she
reveals why the SAT has become so important, the cottage industries it has
spawned, what really works in preparing for the test and what is a waste of time.
Both a toolbox of fresh tips and an amusing snapshot of parental love and wisdom
colliding with teenage apathy, The Perfect Score Project rivets. In the book Debbie
does it all: wrestles with Kaplan and Princeton Review, enrolls in Kumon, navigates
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khanacademy.org, meets regularly with a premier grammar coach, takes a battery
of intelligence tests, and even cadges free lessons from the world’s most
prestigious (and expensive) test prep company. Along the way she answers the
questions that plague every test-prep rookie, including: “When do I start?””Do the
brand-name test prep services really deliver?””Which should I go with: a tutor, an
SAT class, or self study?””Does test location really matter?” … “How do I find the
right tutor?”… “How do SAT scores affect merit aid?” and “What’s the one thing I
need to know?” The Perfect Score Project’s combination of charm, authority, and
unexpected poignancy makes it one of the most compulsively readable guides to
SAT test prep ever – and a book that will make you think hard about what really
matters. From the Hardcover edition.
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